From the desk of the CEO
Dear Members,
After a bitterly cold winter in South Africa, our spring of 2020 is in the air. Spring is a season of renewal,
evolution and growth, which we are already seeing as trees and plants in South Africa and its cities
blossom into a myriad of beautiful colors.
MTI as a business has entered a Spring of its own, as the brand and its membership steadily evolve and
grow around the world. MTI has approximately 160,000 members across some 198 countries. This
makes it imperative that MTI ensures that the company has the best corporate leadership,
management, systems and controls in place that the company possibly can, to enable and ensure
consistent delivery of the brand promise “We Grow Your Bitcoin” and, to ensure that we deliver
consistent, world class member support.
In addition, it is important for our future that leaders and members receive truly world class training
and that all members and leaders are properly aligned around the brand and the brand promise. We
are doing this through the concerted efforts of our talented and highly skilled communication and
member management teams, enabled by and equipped with world class trainers, training materials
and tools. Our technical department similarly have done excellent work of improving security features
to ensure a secure and simple member experience.
We are happy to report the limited live trading view is available in the back office and will be updated
on a bi-weekly pace. We have also moved to an exclusive Crypto trading service and so have placed our
business in a class of its own. We are currently trading 5 days a week and will develop our service in
future to even better serve our members as we continue to develop, maintain and tweak our trading
bot.
I sincerely look forward to the Q & A session hosted by Team Prime later in September as I thoroughly
enjoyed the recorded session that was hosted in August by Leader and Presenter, Joel Santiago. We are
also in a process of cleaning up and streamlining our social media and external brand communications
as we proactively grow the MTI brand on a global scale.
A huge amount of effort and focus is being placed on all the above, with a very clear mission in mind;
to ensure that MTI remains and grows as an industry leader and as a professionally managed business,
organisation and brand, that in the long term, will deliver on my vision:
My dream is to build a preferred iconic and heritage global brand in the financial services sector that
delivers sustainable growth and value creation for all stakeholders, including for the little man in the
street”
Thank you to every one of you for what you are doing. Never stop.
As we proactively build MTI with our members we are excited about the future.

Kind regards

Johann Steynberg

